THINKING ABOUT AN INTERNSHIP?

Each summer, the American Anthropological Association offers two internship opportunities that are six weeks in length. Interns are provided with housing in Capitol Hill, Washington, D.C. and a meal/travel stipend.

Interns will spend approximately 40 percent of their time working on-site at the AAA offices in Arlington, VA, and the other 60 percent of their time working on-site at one of two locations: The Naval Historic & Heritage Command and The Smithsonian Center for Folklife & Cultural Heritage.

Apply at: americananthro.org/internships

Search the AnthroGuide for more opportunities at: americananthro.org/guide
ANTHROPOLOGY
WHERE CAN IT TAKE YOU?

A PATH TO A CAREER

Global Tech Ethnographer
Social Impact Researcher
Research Forester
Foreign Service Officer
Museum/Gallery Curator
Urban Researcher

Forensic Investigator
College Professor
Social Development Specialist
Principal Engineer
Public Health Officer
Technical Director

User Experience (UX) Analyst
NASA Ethnographer
Heritage Manager
State Archaeologist
Advertising Manager
Sociolinguist

Learn more at americananthro.org/careers
ANTHROPOLOGY IS A RESUME BUILDER

CULTURAL
Ethnography
Data Analysis
Marketing
Interpersonal Skills

BIOLOGICAL
Forensic Science
Pathology
Human Demography
Laboratory Experience

ARCHAEOLOGY
Human Biology
Materials Science
Preservation
Geospatial Analysis

LINGUISTIC
Survey Design
Transcription
Communications
Text Analysis

Learn about what anthropologists do
americananthro.org/anthrocareers

Find advanced degree programs, internships & field schools
americananthro.org/guide
“NEVER EVER DEPEND ON GOVERNMENTS OR INSTITUTIONS TO SOLVE ANY MAJOR PROBLEMS. ALL SOCIAL CHANGE COMES FROM THE PASSION OF INDIVIDUALS.”

-MARGARET MEAD
ANTHROPOLOGISTS IN ACTION

Lead Experience Researcher and Social Impact Researcher, Airbnb

User Experience (UX) Researcher & Staff Research Scientist, Facebook

Computational Anthropologist, IBM

Principal Engineer, Health Researcher, and Research Scientist, Intel

Historian and Cultural Anthropologist, National Park Service

Principal Researcher in Human Centered Systems, Nissan

Community Manager, Reddit

Health Scientist, Department of Veterans Affairs

Social Development Specialist, World Bank

AMERICANANTHRO.ORG